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THE FREEDOM TO BE YOU. THE WHEELS TO GET YOU THERE.
join for $15 at wmmmmmm
® zipcar
You only need to be 18* to join. International drivers accepted. See special offer for Faculty & Alumni.
NERDHAWK’S GUIDE:THE STACK
BY JARROD GALLIGER
Welcome back Nerdhawks! Being a nerd myself,
my desk is cluttered with many different things.
A mouse that has over fifteen buttons resting on
a World of Warcraft mousepad, noise canceling
headphones with a microphone, and of course
lots of comic books. Which brings me to today's
topic, we're going to be talking about "The ...
CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE COLUMNS PUBLISHED THROUGHOUTTHE WEEK!
HERE’S A GLIMPSE INTO A FEW....
FANTASY FOOTBALL IS DUMB
BY AJ SCHOFIELD
Welcome to what should be the fourth but is actually only the third
edition of "Sports R Dumb!" I apologize for not posting last week, I
hope you all didn't miss me too much. So, what's dumb this week?
Fantasy football. Fantasy football has caused me more grief than
just about any other event so ...
THE ESSENTIALS
BY WILL MCQUILKIN
When backpacking, it becomes quickly evident
that packing light becomes a priority. The less one
brings, the less one has to carry; thus, knowing
what to pack is necessarily important. This
list may be added to or taken awayforany
given climate, however, it should prove as
a sufficient list for the novice. When ...
CAN’T SEE AT NIGHT?
People who have problems with glare are
invited to participate in a one-hour study.
Subjects will receive $100.
For more information, email
nightvisionstudy@gmail.com
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LAW SCHOOL TO THROW SOCIAL JUSTICE
HACKATHON
PAKISTAN BEGINS RECOVERY FROM MASSIVE
EARTHQUAKE
O PECHKUCHA NIGHT: INSPIRATION THROUGH
PRESENTATION
DOCUMENTARY: REVEALS INJUSTICES IN CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM
A TIME OUT SESSION: MARTINA SAMADAN
WHAT INSPIRES STUDENT
JULIANA BOJORQUEZ?
CHECK OUTTHE ONLINE COLUMN. “HUMANS OF SU", TO


















THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Callie Craighead
Volunteer Writer
ANCIENT TOMB IDENTIFIED IN GREECE
A tomb discovered by archaeologists in Pylos,
Greece earlier this year was identified on Oct. 26
as the burial site of a Bronze Age warrior. This
discovery offers further insight into the lives of
ancient Greeks and is being hailed as the biggest
archaeological find in the past 65 years. The tomb
was found near the Palace ofNestor, a king who is
referenced in Homers epic poem “The Odyssey,”
and is predicted to be 3,500 years old. Discovered
by archaeologists Sharon Stocker and Jack Davis
from the University of Cincinnati, the tomb is
rare because it is completely intact; most other
tombs have been looted. The warrior was buried
with over 1,400 items including rings of solid
gold, ivory combs and a bronze sword. However,
the warrior has not been identified yet. “So far we
have no ideaofthe identity of this man, other than
he was someone very important and veryrich. We
are looking at a period in Greece where people
were usually buried with ceramic objects but this
man was so rich that there were no ceramics. He
was buried with bronze, silver and gold,” Stocker
said to CNN.
U.S. SENDING MORE TROOPS TO SYRIA
The White House announced on Oct. 30 that the
United States would send troops into Syria to help
Arab and Kurdish forces combat ISIS. President
Obama authorized 50 Special Operations troops
to assist the local forces. While Obama has long
promised that he will not put boots on the ground
in Syria, these troops are not expected to fight
directbattle with ISIS. Their purpose is to aid the
other forces in training and strategy. “These forces
do not have a combat mission,” said White House
spokesman John Earnest.
SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER ASSAULTS
STUDENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA
South Carolina school resource officer Ben
Fields has been fired after a video of a violent
arrest of a female student of color surfaced on the
Internet and sparked national outrage over his
use of force. On Monday, Oct. 26, the student at
Spring Valley High School refused to give her cell
phone to the teacher, causing a disturbance in the
classroom. After several attempts to talk to the
studentby other school officials, OfficerFields was
called into the room toconfront the student. Other
studentsbegan filming the confrontationbetween
the two on their cell phones, which eventually
escalated into physical assault. The three videos
available show Fields flipping over the desk the
student was sitting in, dragging her across the
floor and then arresting her. This is not the first
wrongful incident thatFields has been involved in;
he was investigated in 2007 for excessive force and
is currently under investigation for an incident
in 2013 that claims he targeted a student with
wrongful allegations of gang membership. After
being put on paid administrative leave, Fields
was fired on Oct. 28. The Justice Department
has begun an investigation that could lead to
criminal charges.
REI TO CLOSE STORES ON BLACK FRIDAY
The popular outdoor retail store REI will close
all 143 stores for Black Friday. The company’s
12,000 employees will get a paid day off—a day
they are encouraged to spend outside. “We
believe that being outside makes our lives better,
and Black Friday is the perfect time to remind
ourselves of this essential truth,” said President
and CEO Jerry Stritzke. Creating a campaign
on social media called #OptOut, REI is also
encouraging customers to also go outside “Were
a different kind of company, and while the rest of
the world is fighting it out in the aisles, we’ll be
spending our day a little differently,” Stritzke said.
THIRD REPUBLICAN DEBATE HELD IN COLORADO
The third Republican presidential debate was
held on Oct. 28, broadcasted by CNBC at the
University of Colorado, Boulder. An estimated
14 million people tuned in to hear from all 14
candidates. The four candidates polling below
2.5 percent had a separate debate before the 10
other higher polling candidates. Donald Trump’s
policies were attacked by many of his fellow
candidates; John Kasich called Trump’s monetary
policy “fantasy tax schemes.” Arguments got
personal between Jeb Bush and Marco Rubio,
who were once friends, as Bush criticized Rubio’s
failure to show up to many Senate meetings.
CNBC was criticized for its poor moderating
of the event. During the debate many of the
candidates were outspoken about the moderators’
low quality questions that caused infighting
amongst the candidates. “This isnot a cage match,”
said Senator Ted Cruz. The Republican National
Committee also expressed their disappointment,
suspending their partnership with NBC for an
upcoming debate.
RUSSIAN PLANE CRASHES IN SINAI PENINSULA
A Russian passenger plane flying from Egypt
to St. Petersburg crashed in the Sinai Peninsula
on Oct. 31, killing all 217 passengers and seven
crew members. The plane disappeared from the
radar 23 minutes into the flight with no distress
calls made. CNN reports that weather conditions
during the flight were clear. Officials are still
uncertain if the crash was because of a plane
malfunction or another cause. The black boxes
holding data from the flight have been retrieved
and are undergoing analysis in Cairo.
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SCHOOL OF LAW HOSTS SOCIAL JUSTICE HACKATHON
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
Everyone knows that when you’re
arrested for a crime, you are
guaranteed a lawyer even if you can’t
afford one. But what ifyou can’t afford
a lawyer for divorce, custody issue or
a civil dispute? Lawyers don’t come
cheap—some cost upwards of several
hundred dollars just for one hour of
their time. This is a problem lowerand
middle class citizens of the country
face as they have to find means to solve
theircivil issues without an affordable
lawyer. Trying to resolve that problem
is a group of hackers, programmers
and social justice advocates who have
planned the first ever Social Justice
Hackathon at The Seattle University
School of Law.
A hackathon is an event that brings
together computer programmers,
graphic designers, software
developers, and just about anybody
who uses a computer for something
other than Netflix and Tumblr in an
attempt to win a competition, or in
this case, solve a problem.
The two-day long coding event,
which starts at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov.
6, is the product of the combined
efforts of Miguel Willis, a law student
at Seattle U, Diana Singleton, director
of Seattle University School of Law
Access to Justice Institute, Daniel
Sandoval, an undergraduate from the
University of Washington and Khyrie
Alleyne, Founder of the SelfieFaze
Mobile App.
Willis, who has been spearheading
the event, explained its origins.
“Last year, I was at a legal tech
hackathon and one of the pillars was
social justice, but mostof the projects
that come out of it were for ‘for-profit’
legal,” Willis said.
This didn’t sit well with him, and, as
a student at Seattle U, he found that
the mission and goals of the Jesuit
university were a fitting place to try
and spark a change.
“The core of the hackathon is
identifying core problems and
connecting with experts to find
solutions,” Willis said.
Willis explained that at a recent
hackathon in Philadelphia, the
attendants were able to create a free
application for expunging a person’s
record after acrime. Lawyers normally
charge upwards of $2,000 for this sort
of work, but the hackathon built an
app that allows people with lower
incomes to do it for free.
A report, released on Oct. 29
by the Washington State Supreme
Court, titled “Civil Legal Needs Study
Update,” found that over 70 percent of
the state’s low-incomehouseholds face
at least one civil legal issue annually.
But not all can afford to have them
resolved. So, if they were arrested for
a criminal charge, they could easily
get access to some sort of lawyer, but
if they have a civil dispute, they are
forced to fend for themselves and
somehow attain large sums of money.
Sandoval, one of the organizers, is
excited and optimistic about theevent.
“The best part of a hackathon is
you’re not quite sure what’s going
to happen. Our hope was to give
participants a great problem to solve,
not just a cash prize or internship.”
The hackathon is putting heavy
emphasis on teamwork and creativity.
“There are many problems that can
be addressed for civil legal needs by
bringing together a group of people
in a rooifi,” Willis said. “This won’t be
the next great solution to the problem,
but when you get these people
together, we’re going to be able to get
solid solutions—we’re going to start
the conversation.”
Software engineer Chuck Sweet,
a participant in the event, said he is
no expert in the social justice field
but wants to contribute his education
towards something good.
“It wasn’t clear to me how I could
play a part,” Sweet said. “I work at
DocuSign and we have a program
where you can do different non-profit
stuff that counts for working hours. I
found the Social Justice Hackathon on
Geekwire, and it made a lot of sense.
It’s not going to count towards working
hours, but I think it’s a good way that I
can use my skills to help out.”
The hackathon hopes to address a
range of issues with applications that
can help with anything from basic
legal help, to mobile technologies that
will allow easier access, document-
assemblyapplications and more.
Whatever the results of the
hackathon, the aim is to create some
sort of service that can benefit those
in need and help rebuild faith in
the civil legal system and the event
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organizers are looking for all the
help they can get. There are currently
42 confirmed participants and
volunteers, but they are urging any
and all to apply. Those interested in
registering for the event can find more
at socialjusticehackathon.com.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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EARTHQUAKE HITS PAKISTAN, AFGHANISTAN AND INDIA
Paulo Violante
Volunteer Writer
“The first earthquake in the morning
was scary—terrifying. I was still in
bed and my whole bed was shaking,”
said Seattle University graduate
student Kashaf Saleen, recounting her
experience with the harrowing 2005
earthquake in Pakistan.
The geographically tumultuous
region, which includes Pakistan,
Afghanistan and parts of India, is
especially susceptible to devastation.
This became apparent once again
as a massive earthquake shook the
mountainous northern region of
Pakistan in Chitral, on Oct. 26. The
earthquake reached a magnitude
of 7.5 on the Richter scale, killing
147 Pakistanis according to The
Guardian—the Richter scale reading
for the 2005 earthquake was 7.6.
Chitral, an isolated state in Pakistan
was among the heaviest hit areas. In
Afghanistan, 12 students died while
evacuating an all-girls school in the
northeastern region. Fears linger
about the safety of the northeastern
region, where heavyjain and snow
'
could create potentially disastrous
conditions and landslides for the
inhabitants. Kashaf Saleen was born
in Pakistan and her family still lives in
Rawalpindi, Pakistan, asmall city near
the capital of Pakistan, Islamabad.
This is where Saleen’s family was when
the Earthquake struck last week.
“I was sleeping and when I woke up
in the morning I saw my phone and it
had so many messages frommy family
telling me that they were okay,” Saleen
said. “My parents’ house, nobody lives
there but we have tenants who live
there, so we called them up to inquire
about our house. The person who’s
living there said, ‘you know the house
is fine but it was swaying.’”
Reports from Islamabad showed
similar signs of buildings shaking
for minutes. Saleen, who spent most
of her life in Pakistan has visited the
northern regions of the country—
especially Swat and Naran—described
the region as beautiful. A region of
mountains and small communities,
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she described memories of visiting
tiny hilltop restaurants with views
extending for miles. However, after
her experiences with earthquakes in
2005 and 2008 the beauty was stained
with lingering worries of danger.
“On top of that mountain, you
know, anything could happen,” said
Seattle U graduate student Samiah
Rizvi, who also has family in Pakistan.
“They live in the capital which is
north but it’s not too bad, but it’s
definitely devastating.”^.,.-—
—This'"earthquake comes just days
after the 10 year anniversary of the
devastating 2005 Kashmir Earthquake,
which killed almost 100,000 people
and displaced millions. The Kashmir
region is contested between Pakistan
and India. The earthquake centered on
the Pakistani city Muzaffarabad, and
the disaster temporarily united India
and Pakistan in humanitarian efforts.
Pakistan suffers from a dangerous
legacy of earthquakes—another
earthquake in 2008 killed around
600 people.
“Afterthat 2008 earthquake, even the
smallest earthquake is just horrifying,”
Saleen said. Saleen volunteered in
2008 with earthquake relief. “I would
go to these places where they had kids
and I talked to kids and tried to cheer
them up somehow and take their
mind off things, but now I’m here and
can’t do anything except donating a
few bucks.”
Those inclined to participate in
relief efforts have an array of options
for either donating or in volunteering
efforts. The organization, Islamic
Relief USA is accepting donations
to help repair the massive damage
from the earthquake. They cite
natural disaster as a major factor
in why Pakistan remains an
underdeveloped nation.
“Whenever anything happens
drastically, they’re always there with
reliefeffortsbecause theyhave stations
in Pakistan,” Rizvi said.
The Human Development
Foundation alsaacceptsdonations and
is based in Pakistan, and is especially
effective in helping schools in Pakistan
and promoting an educatedculture.
But earthquakes like these are
not limited to Pakistan and the
surrounding nations. The Seattle fault
line has been noticeably quiet for
some time, leading to some concern
over the next earthquake to come.
“I don’t worry about it too much
because if it’ll happen, it’ll happen”
said freshman Richard Holgerson.
Seattle University Public Safety
has gone to great lengths to prepare
students, faculty and staff for any
type of emergency. Regular drills,
enhanced communications systems,
and direct contact with emergency
organizers in the greater Seattle
area all play a part in keeping our
own community prepared for any
kind ofearthquake:
Rizvi studies structural engineering
and howbuildings handle earthquakes
along the west coast. The people who
build bridges, roads and buildings
don’t pretend they can stop disaster,
they can only respond to it, and
that response can be the difference
between life and death.




“Until we undo racism, we will all
continue to deal with oppression,”
said Nikkita Oliver as she closed her
powerful speech to rallying cries
from the audience. On Nov. 2 Moral
Mondays Black Lives Matter event
held by PechaKucha Seattle in Pigott
Auditorium gathered a crowd full
of students, faculty and members of
the community.
PechaKucha Seattle is a branch
of the international PechaKucha
Night organization, started in Tokyo
in 2003. PechaKucha nights are
organized in a 20x20 format: speakers
have twenty slides and they can speak
to each of those slides for 20 seconds,
resulting in six minute and 40 second
presentations. Ana Maria Pinto
da Silva, the founder of the Seattle
chapter of PechaKucha, sees these
events as an important and vital way
for community to rally together.
“The Black Lives Matter movement
is one of the most important national
and international movements that we
have, and its really an honor to create
a space for these conversations to be
happening in our community,” Pinto
de Silva said, “It’s one mechanism
and an important mechanism for
helping to create transformation that
isnecessary in our community.”
The evening was packed with 14
presenters, ranging from writers to
photographers and more. Prominent
speakers included Andre Thompson
and Bryson Chaplin—victims of
police brutality from Olympia—
as well as Mara Jacqueline Willard
and Marissa Johnson, who made
international headlines for stopping
the Bernie Sanders rally in Seattle
over the summer. All these speakers,
ranging in age, background and
occupation, brought their own fresh
viewpoints to the Black Lives Matter
movement, connecting it to new ideas
and new perspectives.
One such speaker was Sarra
Tekola, a student at the University of
Washington, who has used the Black
Lives Matter movement to bring the
PECHAKUCHA NIGHT INTRODUCES NEW PERSPECTIVES ON BLM
COCO DECKER • THE SPECTATOR
Left image: Andrew Thompson and Bryson Chaplin spoke about their experience with police brutality at the PechaKucha
Moral Monday’s event on November 2nd. Right image: Lael Echohawk talkedabout the Innocence Project. Bottom image:
Natch Ohno, S.J. presenting at the PechaKucha Moral Mondays event on November 2.
university community together in
various events, such as the CheckYour
Privilege Block Party, which sought to
end racism in fraternities and help
to push University of Washington
to divest from fossil fuels. Another
speaker was Cheyenne Brashear, a
high school student who discussed
how Black Lives Matter can help turn
people awayfrom the stereotype ofthe
“token black student” or “token black
coworker”. She explained that these
terms reinforce feelings of loneliness
in those individuals; that inclusion is
not integration and how being diverse
is a stagnant goal.
Tyrone Brown, the coordinator of
Moral Mondays at Seattle U, sees these
events as a way of not only furthering
the Black Lives Matter movement but
keeping community together.
“It’s kind of an opportunity to bring
people who are part of the movement
together... to have areceptive audience
to the variety of things that they’ll be
talking about and the diversity and
NOVEMBER Q4. 2015
the complexity of the movement
and those who are involved with it,”
Brown said.
As the night came to a close,
audience members and speakers
alike had much to think over. Natch
Ohno, a Senior Jesuit from Seattle U,
summarized the evening clearly with
one simple statement, “All lives matter
when Black Lives Matter.”
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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VALUE VILLAGE TO LEAVE CAPITOL HILL
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
In 1917, the Kelly-Springfield Motor
In 1917, the Kelly-Springfield Motor
Truck Company opened its doors to a
very different Seattle than the one we
know today. Industrialworkers walked
11th Ave as lumber trucks rumbled
down Capitol Hill towards ships
docked by the Puget Sound. 46 years
later, the crowds ofblue collar workers
are replaced by bell-bottom toting
hippies as Recreational Equipment
Incorporated (REI) opens its flagship
store in the old auto-garage. Nearly a
generation later Value Village revealed
its new Capitol Hill location as grunge
rock blared from local bars. Now, on
Nov. 7, the thrift store will close its
doors after nine years of service and a
new apartment building will be built,
using the landmark location as a base.
After being leasedmonth-to-month
for several years a spokesperson for
the company cited the change as due
to “certain business conditions”. The
announcement was made on Oct. 24.
“I’ve seen a lot of people come
together at Value Village, for whatever
reason and find something there,” said
junior, Maddie Olson. “I think with
Value Village leaving, that’s a space
where a bunch ofpeople from a bunch
of differentwalks of life came together
and that’s leaving too.”
For Olson, Value Village has been a
staple in Capitol Hill. She reminisced
about her first time in the store; the
smell and the excitement that waited
behind those glass doors. On the hunt
for neon blazers and leg warmers
for Seattle University’s 80s Dance,
Olson and her friends tore through
the aisles. That’s why she created the
Facebook page “Thank You Value
Village!”, to show gratitude for all
the memories the store provided.
But, she explained that the thrift
store symbolizes so much more than
cheap deals.
“I think that Value Village was
just one small representation of the
diversity, not just racial diversity but
diversity of all types, where people
would come together on Capitol
8 NEWS
Hill,” Olson said.
Some students, such as sophomore
Fred Seymour, feel that Value Village
leaving Capitol Hill is part of a larger
trend. He pointed to gentrification, or
the process of renewal and rebuilding
by an influx of wealthier individuals
that displaces poorer inhabitants,
as a • main cause for this and
many other moves.
“The world is definitely changing,
and the fact that even an established
chain like Value Village is feeling
pressure from mega-corporations
to move, downsize and diminish
themselves is so chilling,”
said Seymour.
The gentrification of Seattle
communities is neither recent, nor
limited to Capitol Hill. It touches
all communities in Seattle, from
the International District to the
Central District.
“When I was six or seven years
old, there were these new houses
being built that looked different
from a lot of houses in Seattle,” said
sophomore Dajeanne Washington.
“They were veryurban, with coloring,
and paneling... they started taking
down buildings and parking lots and
building these apartments.”
Washington described the
Central District she grew up in as a
thriving cultural hub. Her father and
grandparents grew up and lived in
the same neighborhood their whole
lives, in a community she said was
characterized by “our traditions, our
culture, and our love for each other.”
When she was growing up, 60 percent
of the Central District was African
American, and now—with rising rent
prices and costs of living —only 20
percent of that community remains.
“There’s people coming in and not
wanting to learn the history of the
central district, and that breaks my
heart,” Washington said.
The community has been forced
to relocate to southern districts
such as Rainier Beach and Tukwila.
This process of raising rents and
involuntary migration is only
aided by the movement of new
populations, such as students, into
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Top photo: Robert Turski browses through the sweaters section. Bottom leftphoto:
A colorful rack ofwomens sweaters. Bottom right photo: An empty rack ofhangers
existing communities.
“I never really thought about it. And
then I noticed that a lot of buildings,
especially on the Pike-Pine corridor
were being torn down, and it just
sits weird with me... realizing the
impact that we have as SU students,”
Olson said.
Washington said the first step
towards engaging with local
communities is educating oneself
about the rich narrative and culture
that exists in historical neighborhoods
such as Capitol Hill or the Central
District. She urges new residents to
try to learn from the people who have
livedhere for generations.
“[People] move to this urban area
to try to get a better experience, to
experience diversity and culture,”
Washington said. “Well, that’s great,
but have you ever thought about the
people that are living here, and those
opportunities to learn from them?”
For her, the solution requires both
conversation and action. Instead of
focusing on what you can take from
Seattle, center on what you can do as
an individual to give back and build
the city and its communities up.
Jason may be reached at
jbono@su-spectator.com
“AN INNOCENT MAN” HIGHLIGHTS FLAWS IN JUSTICE SYSTEM
Melissa Lin
Editor in Chief
To kill the mechanisms that nearly
killed him—this is the life goal of
Kirk Bloodsworth, a former marine
who was wrongfully sentenced to
die for the brutal rape and murder
of a young girl in 1985. Bloodsworth
was the first person exonerated from
death row through DNA evidence,
and he is coming to Seattle University
on Nov. 10 for a special screening
of “Bloodsworth: An Innocent
Man,” a documentary about his
harrowing experience.
Senior criminal justice major Nicole
Argamosa will volunteer at the event
with the criminal justice club. She
said that unfortunately, she does
not find the injustices described in
Bloodsworth’s storysurprising.
“There are many innocents put on
death row and many innocent lives
taken that could have been saved if
we had better ways of presenting and
finding evidence,” Argamosa said.
The film details the problematic
testimonies that led to Bloodsworths
wrongful conviction, his nine-year
battle to prove his innocence and
the discoveries that helped win his
freedomin 1993. While this is the first
timethe film will be shown at Seattle U,
it will not be Bloodsworths first time
on campus. He has come to Seattle U
a number of times, such as to speak
to the criminal justice theory class
taught by Jacqueline Helfgott, chair of
the criminal justice department.
Helfgott said his story is notable for
a number of reasons.
“It highlights the role of science
in criminal justice, it highlights
the advances of the exoneration of
innocent people in prison and in
death row,” Helfgott said.
Associate professor in the criminal
justice department, MatthewHickman
also discusses Bloodsworths story in
his introduction to forensic science
course. He said that Bloodsworth’s
experience illustrates the highly
problematic nature of witness
testimonies. But he also said thatDNA













DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE 333
“Criminal justice, when you start
peeling away the layers and peeking
in, it’s highly fragile,” Hickman said.
“His story demonstrates how fragile it
can be.”
Since Bloodsworths exoneration
in 1993, 333 people have been
exonerated through DNA evidence,
according to the Innocence Project,
an organization that aims to exonerate
those wrongfully convicted and
reform the criminal justice system
to prevent future injustice. The high
numbers of people exonerated, who
on average serve 14 years in prison,
reveal how easy it is for an innocent
person to be convicted for crimes they
did not commit.
“If it could happen to an honorably
discharged marine with no record, no
criminal history—it could happen to
anybody in America,” Bloodsworth
said. He said that it could even happen
to a student in Seattle.
Since his exoneration, Bloodsworth
has dedicated his life to changing the
criminal justice system by working
with the Innocence Project, lobbying
politicians and working with other
activists to rehabilitate the penal
system, as he does not want anyone
to experience the same injustices
he experienced.
Through using “Bloodsworth,” a
book about Bloodsworths story in her
course, Helfgott has found that many
INFORMATION SOURCE: INNOCENCE PROJECT
students have changed perspectives
about the criminal justice system and
the death penalty.
“When they hear personal stories
like that, it’s very difficult to walk
away and still be in favor of the death
penalty,” Helfgott said.
Helfgott said the goal of bringing
Bloodsworth to Seattle U is not meant
to persuade students to change their
views about capital punishment,
but rather cause them to think more
critically on the whole.
Hickman also spoke to this point
and said that regardless of a student’s
opinion about the death penalty, he
hopes that exposure to Bloodsworth’s
story will be food for thought and
allow students to consider all aspects
when forming an opinion.
“The classroomis a safe environment
to explore these ideas and think
about them critically and formulate
opinions,” Hickman said. “So it’s
important to have these discussions.
Helfgott hopes that the film will
remind criminal justice students that
they cannot be careless in their future
careers—whetherthey decide to work
as forensic scientists, corrections
officers or attorneys. Students must
never lose sight of the power and
responsibility they have to those in the
criminal justice system.
But whether it is through voting on
a piece of legislation, participating in
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a jury or making economic decisions,
“everyday people are impacted and
responsible for making decisions
about criminal justice every day,”
Helfgott said. It is not only those
interested in criminal justice who can
influence it.
Argamosa is excited to see the film
and hear what progress Bloodsworth
has made since being freed from
prison and working with the
Innocence Project. Bloodsworth said
that screenings in other states have
been well received.
The film will play in the Pigott
Auditorium on Nov. 10 at 6 p.m.
Students will have the opportunity
to meet Bloodsworth in the Casey
Atrium before the film screening at 4 -
6 p.m. The screening will be followed
by a Q&A session with Bloodsworth.
Hickman said thatprograms such as
the film screening are part of Seattle
U’s overall goal to produce graduates
who will fight all typesof injustice.
The frailties in the criminal justice
system, “Transcends disciplines,”
Hickman said. “That’s our challenge
to [students]...think critically about
justice and get out there and try to
fix it.”




CHIPOTLE HAS CLOSED ITS DOORS INDEFINITELY.
HERE ARE SOME PLAUSIBLE REASONS WHY:
we are sorry, but we are temporarily closed
due to feces in the bean dip.
we will reopen as soon as possible...
we are sorry, but we are temporarily closed
because your mom bought all of the food
we will reopen as soon as possible...
we are sorry, but we are temporarily closed
due to the fact that Taco Bell moved in next door,
we will reopen as soon as possible...
HOROSCOPES
O LIBRA Yu, CAPRICORN V* ARIES CANCER
i — ■■ 9/23-10/22 * 12/22-1/20 I 3/21-4/20 ‘SjLJ 6/22-7/22
Don't neglect your true life partner: Dye your hair purple You're never safe from e coli The best time to wear a striped
SLEEP sweater is all the time
SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS g) LEO
10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 (J 4/21-5/21 4 7/23-8/22
Don't neglect breakfast Do what you must be because you You can stop dressing like that, Your sense of style is finally surfacing
can Halloween is over
Jft SAGITTARIUS ¥ PISCES W GEMINI VIRGO
11/22-12/21 2/20-3/20 5/22-6/21 8/23-9/22
You didn't vote, shame on you h’s never to
cold for ice cream Live anc j dje by the blade Watch out for things that come in 40s
& ETC...
we are sorry, but we are temporarily closed,
we have never been real,
we will reopen as soon as possible...
we are sorry, but we are temporarily closed
we were bought out by an apartmentcomplex,
we will reopen as soon as possible...










o Taco Del Mar...
0 ... If you're desperate
0 ... It's closer
Your mom's guacamole
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Blackened eyes, broken fingers, and
even a separated shoulder are all a
part of the game for women’s club
rugby president, Elizabeth Mather.
In Mather’s four years of playing club
rugby at Seattle University, acquiring
injuries has become a familiar, and
almost expected, part of rugby.
However, what is not as familiar
and expected, is receiving quick and
sufficient care forher injuries.
Though Mather, who is a senior
criminal justice major, represents
and competes against other club
teams under the Seattle U name, she
has found that the resources to seek
medical help from this institution are
virtually non-existent.
“I knew that athletes could see their
trainers,” said Mather, who went into
the training room seeking treatment
for a pulled muscle, “They asked if I
was a club or D1 sport, I said club and
they shot me down saying ‘No this
[treatment] is not available for you.
This is only available for D1 athletes
who are on an actual sports team.”’
With nowhere to turn for help,
Mather was forced to seek treatment
from facilities outside the university.
Unfortunately, Mather’s case is just
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one of many. Division I athletes have
accessibility to their own trainers
when injured, whereas those who are
part of sports clubs are often left with
no trainers on campus willing to see
them. This often leads to incorrect self-
diagnosis and insufficient treatment
ofthe injury.
“When it comes to health they
expect us to take care of our own,”
Mather said. “We do not have trainers
to tape ankles or to tell you ifyou have
a broken finger and how to treat it.”
Melissa Holzhauser, co-president
of womens club lacrosse and a senior
marketing major, also feels that
players are left on their own when it
comes tohealth.
“From a standpoint of someone
saying ‘I need ice after practice’ or
‘I got hurt at a game and they need
to know when they can play again,’
we have none of those resources,”
Holzhauser said. “We have practice on
the astro-gym, and right across from
us is the training room. If somebody
bangs their knee up we can’t even go
to that training room and ask for ice.”
In regards to why there are no
sports trainers available for athletes
like Mather and Holzhauser,
Jason Behenna, the Athletic
Communications Director at Seattle
U, responded that this is just the way
it is. There is no policy directly stating
that trainers cannot treat sport club
athletes, but as Behenna emphasized,
trainers have neither the time nor the
resources to treat club athletes.
Behenna continued to explain in
an email statement to the Spectator
that “the medical care of club sport
athletes is not the responsibility of the
athletic trainers hired by the athletics
department. At almost everyDivision
I school across the country, athletic
trainers who treat varsity student-
athletes are not responsible for the care
of club or intramuralsport athletes.”
Although these trainers are not
responsible for sport clubs, there are
club athletes who feel that the lack
of medical attention has placed the
responsibility of evaluating injures
on the players themselves and
their teammates.
“I think it is a safety issue in terms
of club sport athletes who do not
have that resource and are therefore
trying to take care of themselves,”
said president of men’s club crew
and senior management major Matt
Sneed. “These athletes may not have
the background or experience to take
care of these injuries and that could
lead to more of them down the road.”
Throughout his four years of crew at
Seattle U he has had multiple shoulder
injuries and, like Mather, has found
himself on his own for medical care.
However, he did not seek medical
attention through the university. “I
knew it was never an option available
to me so I did not even bother,” Sneed
said. This led to self-diagnosis and
self-treatment of the many shoulder
injuries he encountered.
The lack of support from the
universityis notonlyleading tofurther
injury through misdiagnosis, but is
also fostering animosity amongst
athletes towards the university.
“It is pretty frustrating, especially
with the rowing club,” said Sneed.
“We train like any other Division I
sport working six days a week, two
hours a day. I think we train just as
hard. It would be nice if the support
was there.”
Javier Carregha, the vice president
of men’s club soccer and a senior
economics major, shares this
frustration.
“UREC has been expecting a lot
out of us this year, more so than
previous years,” Carregha said. UREC
implemented several new policies
at the beginning of this school year.
One of these new policies mandates
that two people on the field musthave
CPR certification. While Carregha
thinks this is reasonable, he believes
that UREC should be reciprocating
the effort givenby the teams.
“But we have not seen UREC step it
up. It makes sense to me that if you’re
expecting more out of us, you should
be doing more for us,” Carregha said.
While club athletes have expressed a
need and want for trainers, hiring one
is unrealistic. Kari Budnik, assistant
director of UREC competitive sports,
explained why hiring a trainer would
not be possible at this time.
“To be a trainer you have to undergo
schooling for it, so you have to have a
bachelor’s degree thenyou have to pass
a board certification. It’s an intense
process. There’s no school in the area
that has that program,” Budnik said.
“I did, at one point, see if we could
take someone from UW that passed
the program and would like to work
part-time for us, but it didn’t work
out. The athletic programs in this
area ofthe country don’t have a whole
lot of resources.”
At Gonzaga University, located a
few hours east ofSeattle U in Spokane,
Wash., club athletes face a similar
problem. For most injuries, there is
simply no athletic trainers available
to administer treatment. One area
Gonzaga out does Seattle U, however,
is treating athletes with concussions.
From the Gonzaga club athletics
website (emphasis added):
“If a club member is suspected
to have sustained a head injury or
concussion during competition, play,
practice or conditioning, the member
must immediately be removed from
all activity. Do not try to judge
the severity of the injury yourself.
Immediately refer the club member
to the appropriate athletics medical
staff, such as a certified athletic
trainer or health care professional
experienced in concussion evaluation
and management..
At Seattle U, club athletes have access
to a brochure detailing the symptoms
and warning signs of a concussion,
and what to do if an athlete suspects
he or she has a concussion. From the
brochure (emphasis added):
“Ensure that the student athlete
is evaluated right away by an
appropriate health care professional.
Do not try to judge the severity ofthe
injury yourself?’
While both schools mention that
students should not diagnose the
severity of the injury themselves,
Gonzaga specifically suggests sending
the athlete to an athletic trainer, while
Seattle U tells students to seek outside
treatment by a professional.
Additionally, Budnik does not have
the training to oversee an athletic
trainer and UREC does not have the
space to house an athletic trainer
or enough work to employ a trainer
full time.
Budnik said thatMatthewBussman,
head athletic trainer, had explained
before that they have a limitednumber
of athletic trainers on staff, and can
barelykeep up with their own athletes.
He further emphasized that if they let
one club athlete in for treatment they
would have to let all of them in. As
these athletic department trainers are
already overbooked with D1 athletes,
allowing club athletes access would
not be possible.
This statement is very similar to
what Behenna said. Both Behenna
and Budnik also emphasized the
distinctions between the Athletics
Department and UREC, as they fall
under different divisions and should
not be confused as the same entity.
UREC is associated with student
services where athletics is its own
department. This means that the two
organizations are operated bydifferent
systems, showing a conflict ofinterest.
The question is not who is to
blame for the lack of health resources
available, but what is preventing
these departments to fully meet the
expectations of their athletes. UREC
does not have the capability to hire a
trainer because of limited space and
availability and theathletic department
is understaffed and overworked-a
solution to this has gone beyond
both entities. The bigger picture is
to look past the two departments
and focus on who is responsible for
facilitating them.
“Everyone got squeezed for money
last year; UREC got squeezed,”
Holzhauser said. “It’s coming from the
top and filtering all the way down.”
“I understand that UREC cannot
be responsible for all of athletes that
train under the SU name. But there
should be an avenue for athletes that
if they do get injured that they will not
have to make a trip to the emergency
room,” Mather said.
Mather has been a member of
other club rugby teams that have
third-party trainers.
“That is a possible avenue UREC
could pursue. Especially a trainer for
rugby because it is a very physical
and violent sport They could hire
someone notaffiliated withthe school,”
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said Mather.
Mason Norgard, president of the
men’s soccer club and a senior biology
major, said that “it would benefit
our members to have trainers as a
resource for clubs. For both short and
long-term injuries.”
Carregha mirrored a similar view.
“It would be really nice ifthere were
actual personal trainers dedicated to
club sports, because club sports also
represent Seattle U; maybe not to the
extent that D1 athletes do, but they
still have some impact on how other
schools view us,” he said.
Whether their title be one that is
under club or Dl, student and club
athletes deserve equal treatment
as they are students who represent
this institution when they play, like
Carregha emphasized.
“Sport Clubs provide an outlet
for stress and contribute to the
physical health of the athletes”
Norgard said. “They also develop
leadership positions while
building a community.”
Sport Clubs are a valuable part
of Seattle U. However, the requests
these athletes make to help better
themselves and their teams still have
not been met. Whether trainers are
provided to Sport Clubs is an issue
that goes beyond the departments of
UREC and Athletics, and is a decision
that is now left for those above them.
Editor can be reached at
spectator.com
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D1 IMPROV LEAVES AUDIENCE IN STITCHES AFTER HALLOWEEN SHOW
WillMcQuilkin
A&E Editor
D1 Improv, formerly the Broadway
Rejects, is one of Seattle University’s
best known and most loved student
groups on campus, has met the new
ecademic year with an unrivaled sense
of humor. At their first performance
of the year, titled “Hellaween,” the
troupe thoroughly entertained their
audience. Three new performers
made their debuts with the group,
providing appropriately hysterical
acts to an following that has grown
since the groups last show. The
group has already earned acclaim
both inside and outside of the Seatde
U community, having garnered
accolades from “Seattle Weekly” and
“the New York Times,” as well as the
Best Student Organization Award in
2013. Pictures from the “Hellaween”
show can be seen here. Needless to
say, the show was “hella good.”
Will may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
Erik Thornekills it with his joke during a game ofpun inspired murder scenarios.
The other members ofDl Improv look on in horror.
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Diego Hyndman and Sam Hobson mime each other a phrase in a crazy twist on
the game “Telephone.”
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Audience participation is a key part of improv. Improviser Jake Alexander ex-
plains the game to the crowd so they may give suggestions.
Maddie Piper acts out a clue from a
prevalent political figure. Can you
guess the item she’s miming? (Answer:
Donald Trumps toupee)
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MAGIC MAN JOHN ROTELLINI: A SHOW OF ILLUSIONS, NOT TRICKS
Nick Turner
Staff Writer
A good magician never reveals his
secrets; a great one forces you to
question whether the tricks can be
explained at all.
Anyone who attended John
Rotellini’s show last Friday will
probably say that he belongs to the
latter group. Part magician, part
comedian, all entertainer, Rotellini
has travelled the world captivating
audiences by doing the impossible.
He contacted members of SEAC
to express his interest in coming to
Seattle University. Vice President of
Event Operations Grace Martz made
it happen.
“I really like magic shows,” Martz
said. “They kind of frustrate me, in a
way, because I want to know how they
do it, and they never tell you.”
Martz said that, above all, Rotellini
was a professional both in organizing
the show and performing it. Watching
him on stage, one could tell that he
had every move planned, down to the
last detail.
“It’s really cool to see all of these
crazy things that people have come up
with to make tricks work,” Martz said.
“Even if you don’tknow how it works,
you know that there’s something going
on behind the scenes.”
The first couple of times Rotellini
asked forvolunteers from the audience,
few people were bold enough to raise
their hands. With some tricks and a
handful of witty jokes, he turned the
Pigott Auditorium into an intimate
venue and, soon enough, almost
everybody was raising theirhands and
Rotellini had trouble finding an eager
face in the crowd that hadn’t already
been on stage.
Although she never got the chance
to be part of one of Rotellini’s tricks,
sophomore Alyssa Lawl had a great
time at his show.
“I love magic. I think it’s really
fun to watch,” Lawl said. “He got the
audience really involved, and I think
that’s great. People were so eager to be
a part of the show.”
For one trick, Rotellini gave a
John Rotellini performing a card trick with members of the audience. Jessie koon • THE SPECTATOR
playing card to a volunteer and had
them write their name on it; he did the
same with a different card. After they
had both written their own names
on their own cards, Rotellini told the
volunteer to put the card in his back
pocket and return to his seat.
A few tricks later, Rotellini took the
card out of his pocket. After showing
the audience that his own name was
written on it, he took the card and
folded it in his hands, fumbling his
fingers for a few moments before
opening them, unfolding the card and
revealing to the crowd that the name
of the volunteer had replaced his
own. Then he turned to the volunteer,
who was squirming in his seat and
asked him to retrieve the card from
his back pocket. After some nervous
hesitation, the volunteer did as he was
told and, low and behold, he removed
a card bearing a signature, scribbled in
slanted script. It read: John Rotellini.
“It’s fun to trick the mind into
seeing something that bends the rules
ofreality a little bit,” Lawl said. “You’re
not thinkingabout the outside stresses
of the world when you’re being an
active member of the audience in a
magic show, you’re just so focused on
what’s happening on stage.”
“IT’S REALLY COOL
TO SEE ALL OL THESE
CRAZY THINGS THAT
PEOPLE HAVE COME
UP WITH” TO MAKE
TRICKS WORK.”
Throughout the show, Rotellini was
tactical in leading up to the climax
of his tricks. All of the elements, it
seems, were laid out far before the
show started. In that way, Rotellini
was like a chess player, but instead
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of playing with small model figures
ofkings, queens, knights and pawns,
Rotellini toyed with the curiosity of
his captivated audience.
Unlike Lawl, Pahj Reohr was lucky
enough to be chosen as a volunteer to
participate in one of Rotellini’s tricks.
She also enjoyed the show.
“[Rotellini] incorporated a lot of
humor,” Reohr said. “And went off of
unplanned situations while keeping
things funny.”
Magicians have always been the
unlikely heroes of the entertainment
business. The best of them can make
an audience laugh until they cry,
jump out of their seats and cover their
mouths in pure disbelief, all within
the span of an hour long show.
According to Reohr, Rotellini did
a great job “blowing every single
person’s mind straight into the ozone.”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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URSULA LE GUIN MET WITH LOUD APPLAUSE
Caroline Daniel
Volunteer Writer
In a packed ballroom full of students,
faculty and community members, a
wave of respectful silence fell over
the crowd as Ursula Le Guin began
reading out loud. Her quiet and
calming voice hovered softly over the
audienceas her words, written in 1971,
provoked ideasofclimate change, race,
income inequality and acquiring a
sense ofself.
Le Guin, author of this year’s
common text “The Lathe of Heaven,”
came to Seattle University to speak
about the novel and answer audience
questions and questions asked by
moderator, Katherine Koppelman.
Koppelman, the Director ofUniversity
Core, was part of an initiative to help
make this year’s common text fiction,
a break from multiple non-fiction
books ofthe last few years. Koppelman
says that she hoped the move would
help students to better engagewith the
novel and not only be challenged with
questions ofhow to better our world,
but also how to better understandand
find oneself. George Orr, the novel’s
main character, faces challenges
in the novel that include learning
how to find himself within the new
realities he’s creating.
“He’s walking into a space where no
one knows him and no one has the
same memories that he does and he’s
tryingto find a place there,”Koppelman
said. “That’s a big deal, how do you
deal with walking into college and
being given this opportunity?... You’re
expected to make this new place for
yourself, but you don’t want to let go
what you brought with you.”
Le Guin spoke to this throughout
her speech, referring to the ways in
which Orr is seemingly passive, but
simultaneously has a great capacity
for change. “[Orr] is very unusual for
being so usual,” she said.
It became clear early on during the
event that Le Guin has a keen sense
of humor and sharp wit. She joked
throughout the speech about different
aspects ofthebook, including how the
title of the book was a mistranslation
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of an old Chinese text.
“Itwas asuch a splendid phrase [The
Lathe of Heaven],” she said, “A great
booktitle! But after the bookhad been
out 10 or 15 years, I got a letter from a
Chinese scholar who said ‘I love your
book but they hadn’t invented lathes
yet when the text was written? It’s a
totalmistranslation!”
When asked by an audience
member whether she would change
anything about the book now, she said
that she would only change her poorer
predictions concerning how the world
would become [in] the 2000s.
“I thought that we would’ve gotten
over the automobile,” she laughed.
Although many parts of the talk
were lighthearted, Le Guin also spoke
to struggles she had as an author,
including having to overcome the
male-dominated the world of science
fiction. She credited the feminist
movement ofthe 60s and 70s forgiving
her the courage to write as a woman.
She was also criticized by an audience
member for the disappearance of the
only seemingly biracial character in
Illustration based on “TheLathe of Heaven” cover. coco decker • THE SPECTATOR
the book after the world loses color
in the novel.
“George couldn’t imagine Heather
as colorless,” Le Guin said, “Her color
was so much a part ofher identity, that
without it, she couldn’t exist.”
She was also questioned on what
the generation of today can do to
combat climate change. Her response







MAKE THIS NEW PLACE
FOR YOURSELF, BUT
YOU DON’T WANT TO
LET GO WHAT YOU
BROUGHT WITH YOU.”
-KATHERINE KOPPELMAN
in my generation has any right to
give younger generations advice on
climate change.”
Some questions were left
unanswered - a reminder that the art
is no longer part of the artist when it
goes out into the world and becomes
something the audience themselves
have to interpret. Throughout the
speech, many were reminded of the
core themes of the novel and that
although these words were written
so long ago, they still apply to
today’s world.
At the end of the event, Le Guin
received a standing ovation and
flowers from the school, and left
the audience asking the questions
George Orr asked himself in “The
Lathe of Heaven,” to what lengths will
we go in order to make the world a
better place?
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
“THE GOOD DINOSAUR:” A SNEAK PEAK OF PIXAR’S VISUAL MASTERY
Erika Silva
Volunteer Writer
Imagine a world where the infamous
asteroid that killed the dinosaurs
missed Earth - a world where a
small boy and a young, wide-eyed
dinosaur can become companions.
Pixar Animation has imagined such a
world and in conjunction with Disney,
has begun creating a new movie, “The
Good Dinosaur.”
This fun-loving movie would
be nothing, however, without its
animators. On Thursday, Oct. 29,
The University
' of Washington
held a special behind-the-scenes
presentation led by Pixar artist,
Travis Hathaway.
Hathaway spoke to the unique
aspects of the new movie and the
animation behind its creation, which
is said to be more outstanding in this
film than in other films made by Pixar.
“I’m excited about the movie,
especially if its design is notable,”
said junior Mark Antony. “I grew up
watching ‘Toy Story’ and ‘Monster’s
Inc.’ and the animation in 'those
movies blew my mind, so [the news]
that this movie is supposed to have
greatvisuals excitesme.”
“The Good Dinosaur” revolves
around two characters, Arlo and Spot
and the unlikely journey they take
together. Arlo is a young 8-10 year old
dinosaur. His character is fearful and
feels incapable when by himself. Arlo
lived on a farm with his family until
one day, when he falls into a river and
getscarried far away from home.
On his journey, he meets Spot. Spot,
Hathaway says, walks the line between
a boy and a dog. He is a lovable
character whose personality could
wind up making a lasting impression
on audiences young and old.
But beyond plot, the film focuses
on the various visual landscapes
and emotional elements embodied
by the characters and with their
surrounding environment.
“For me, it’s like a little bit of
getting back to the roots of visual
storytelling.. .It brings a fidelity to the
world that really engrosses you as a
viewer,” Hathaway said.
As a directing animator, Hathaway’s
main job was overseeing all the
animation and making sure it fit the
intendedvision.
“I knew the director. I knew the
animation soup. I knew what they
were trying to do with the movie
and I was just like, man sign me up,”
Hathaway said.
The film displays a vast, realistic
world with very loose dialogue,
similiar to that of another Pixar film,
“Wall-E” held more. The story is
shown through vivid animation that
has created aworld with awe-inspiring
terrains and skies with a score to
compliment. The characters are meant
to coexist with one another in a film
that, at its core, has a western feel.
“I think that films with very little
dialogue can still be compelling in the
present day and age,” said sophomore
GopiMayor. “Take ‘The Artist’ or even
‘Wall-e;’ those movies had limited
dialogue, but were still compelling
because they had good stories.”
“When you see [that] this
environment goes on for miles and
miles and then you cut in and you see
Arlo (going), “Uh”, you automatically
empathize with him...We are trying
to put the audience into the character’s
perspective,” Hathaway said.
A movie about developing
characters shown through the style of
clear imageryand sparse dialogue was
a challenge for the film’s animators.
“We knew we wanted them to feel
realistic and heavy. We were not going
to have the range of articulation as
some of our other films, because it is
a little less cartoony. We are stretching
the models less. We are trying to
ground them in a physical reality a
littlebit more.”
Each character’s walk was critically
analyzed until the right angles and
statures were created. Animators
were able to get Arlo’s walk by
videotaping an elephant walking
and taking structural elements from
that. They were then were able to add
subtle adjustments to create the right
amount of personality.
Expression tests were used
continuously to make sure the
characters kept their distinct
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facial expressions.
“The face is a little simplified and
kind of cartoony looking, that is so we
have a nice, appealing base to put all of
our emotion on,” Hathaway said.
There are plenty of small details the
animators were proud of as well. For
example, all of the clouds within the
movie were volumetric.
Though you can’t see it, the magic
behind the movie is there. All of the
animators worked tirelessly to make
what they do look easy as it glides
through the screen swiftly and cleanly.
Pixar’s new movie will not be feel
like a desperate attempt to entertain
audiences, but it will aims to be
entertaining none the less. The movie
is set to release Thanksgiving Day.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
PHOTOS VIA DISNEY PIXAR
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THIS WEEK IN ART...
CRITIC’S CORNER: “SCOUT’S GUIDE TO THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE”
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
It’s 2015; if you don’t have a zombie
apocalypse plan by now, then you
probably have not been paying
attention to many TV shows, movies,
books or comics. When it comes to
movies, there are a few that take the
cake; “Dawn of the Dead,” “Walking
Dead” and “Shaun of the Dead” all
come to mind when considering
the best contributions to the zombie
grnre. A hilarious new addition to the
zombie survivalist lexicon is “Scout’s
Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse.”
Personally, I would head to the
closest sporting goods store and stock
up on anything and everything that
is sharp or protective. Zombies need
to be stabbed through the brain to
be killed and they love to bite. Thus,
protecting oneself by having some
sort of survival strategy will be of
paramount importance during the
zombie apocalypse. For those without
a plan, fear not—there is still time
before the end of the known world to
figure out what can be done, luckily,
“Scout’s Guide” can help you prepare.
With a cast full of actors who are
getting their first shot on the big
screen, this movie will have audiences
laughing for the entirety of its hour
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and a half run time. Spanning the
course of one night, scouts Ben Augie
and Carter discover tha zombies
have overrun their town, prompting
a military evacuation. Playing the
morally neutral character and hero
of the movie, Ben (Tye Sheridan),
is pulled back and forth the entire
movie by his scout buddies. Carter
and his other lifetime friend Augie,
(Joey Morgan) accompany Carter on
a mission to find Miller’s sister at a
“super-secret seniors only party.”
Hilarity ensues as soon as the
movie opens with a cameo from
Workaholics star, Blake Anderson,
playing the idiot janitor and reason
for the zombie outbreak. The best
part about the zombies in this movie
is that they still maintained some sort
of humanity theyhad before theywere
turned. Morgan’s character appeals to
one zombie by persuading it to do a
zombie voice cover of Britney Spears’
“Hit Me Baby One More Time” when
they run into it on a road.
This movie is not for the faint of
heart. Expect a lot of gore (it is a
zombie movie after all). There is also
quite a bit of nudity in the film and
being a coming of age story set in
the zombie apocalypse, the teenagers
in the film spend a good amount
of time gawking over the bare skin
of their peers.
Zombie strippers, zombie deer
and even a house full of zombie cats
accompany the normal horde of
casual zombies line up and are slain
by the scouts. After a quick montage
of the scouts running through a
hardwarestore, the characters all leave
with some of the best weapons you
could think to create, including the
popular weed whacker with Rambo
knives from the game “Zombies Ate
My Neighbors.”
“Scouts Guide to the Zombie
Apocalypse” will bring audiences
along on a fast paced night, where all
hell breaks loose but all remains well,
thanks to the help ofthree Macgyver’s
and a cocktail waitress that will keep
you laughing the whole way through.
This movie is a hilarious and gory
addition to the many interpretations
of zombie survival that will help you
survive an undeadoutbreak. I give it 4
dismembered fingers out of 5.
Jarrodmay be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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SPORTS
NO. 13 MEN'S SOCCER LOCKS UP NO. 1 SEED
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
David Olsen continued his streak
of brilliant form to score a hat trick
Sunday against the University of
Incarnate Word (UIC) in a 4-2 victory.
The wet conditions at Championship
Field led to an end-to-end match,
with both side’s opting to go long
more often than not and the game
ultimately being decided by Seattle
University’s finishing ability.
With the victory, the Seattle U men’s
soccer team has secured their second
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
regular season title in three years,
and will head to Kansas City for the
conference tournament on Nov. 12 as
the number one seed.
It was Olsen, who so often this
“season has scored important goals
at important times, who netted the
#7 Sergio Rivas pushes the ball up thefield
game’s first goal just six minutes into
the match. The Sounders Academy
product perfectly met Sam Langston’s
corner kick to guide the ball into the
backpost. Olsen had run free from his
defender, and he left UIC goalkeeper
Chase Therrien motionless.
Just seven minutes later, more
combination from Olsen and forward
partner Michael Roberts started
to cause problems for the Cardinal
backline. Roberts slipped Olsen in
with a wonderfully weighted through
ball, and Olsen’s finish was clean as he
found the far corner.
Head Coach Pete Fewing was
pleased with the result, though he
knows that if the team is to extend
their season then they will have to
keep up their combative mentality:
“No one is satisfied. In the preseason
poll we were picked to win the league
and so we lived up to what everybody
thought we could do,” Fewing said.
“ It’s a good conference, and it’s not
easy to come from a position of being
ahead and being ranked. I’m really
happy for our seniors.”
A Sam Langston penalty made it 3-0
on 39 minutes after Agustin Andrade
drew a foul from Therrien. UIC was
able to conjure up a response right
before halftime. Ben Conway was
able to get past the Seattle U backline
and slot his finish underneath Shane
Haworth-and it was the Cardinals
who came out strong at the beginning
ofthe second period, once again using
Conway’s direct play and pace to get
back within one.
Ultimately, it was Olsen who would
steal the points and secure the WAC
regular season title in the 75th minute.
Sergio Rivas was found in space in the
middle of the pitch and after picking
his head up, found the run of Olsen
The two sides combined for a total
of 41 shots as Seattle U outshot the
Cardinals 26-15.
Seattle U next heads on the road to
face Utah Valley in Orem, Utah on
Nov 7 before heading tathe Midwest
for the WAC tournament.
on the right hand side who slotted
past Therrien for his third goal of the
match, and 11th of the year.
Fewing knows that with a No.
15 national ranking comes every
opponent’s best efforts, and was
pleased that his side was able to set the
tone early.
“People think we’re a good team
and we have to go do the work to
convince them. We have to live up to
the expectations,’’saidFewing.
Chauser may be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com.




Karli White’s ninth goal of the season
earned the Seattle University womens
soccer team a hard fought 1-0 win
against Utah Valley (UVU) Saturday
night at Championship Field.
Thevictory means the Redhawks will
head into next week’s Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) tournament as the
number one seed, while Seattle U also
picked up their third straight regular
season title.
White’s goal on 53 minutes broke the
deadlock on what was a veryphysical
and defensively strong match for both
sides. A slick playing surface meant
that passing had to be precise, and a
moment of quality was all it took for
Seattle U to gain the advantage. White
Xfound in the middle of the box
fix a cross by Julia Moravec and
was able to beat UVU goalkeeper
Jessica Duffin to put the Redhawks
in front. From there the Redhawks
never looked back, though they had
RECLAIMING THE CROWN: ROYALS END CHAMPIONSHIP DROUGHT
Willy Goldstein
Volunteer Writer
They were not going to let this year
end in another disappointment. One
year after leaving the tying run on
thirdbase to end Game 7 of the World
Series, the Kansas City Royals took
over in extra innings to claim their
first championship in 30 years.
For most of the game it looked like
the New York Mets were going to
stay alive and force a Game 6 as Matt
Harvey was untouchable through the
first eight innings. But managerTerry
Collins’ decision to leave Harvey on
the mound in the ninth inning ended
up being the Royals saving grace.
Harvey would walk the leadoffbatter,
sparking a rally that saw the Royals
score two runs and send the game to
extra innings.
In the top of the 12th inning, the
Royals would blow the game wide
open. Tied 2-2, Series MVP Salvador
THREE-PEAT: WOMEN’S SOCCER WINS WAC AGAIN
20 SPORTS
Perez lead off with a single. Jarrod
Dyson came in as a pinch-runnerand
stole second. Christian Colon broke
the tie with an RBI single and Alcides
Escobar added to the leadwith an RBI
double. Lorenzo Cain would seal the
deal with a three-run double, and just
like that the Royals found themselves
with a 7-2 lead.
The Royals are one of the most
relentless teams in baseball at the
plate, looking to make contact on
every pitch and grinding out at-bats.
They almost never swing and miss,
reducing strikeouts and increasing
the chance that the ball will be put
in play. If they Royals have shown us
anything this year, it’s that putting
the ball in play is the best way to
make something happen in a game.
It caused crucial fielding errors by the
Mets multiple times during the Series.
In a league that preaches plate
discipline and taking pitches off the
plate, the Royals swinging approach
to rely on their backline to preserve
the shutout against a talented UVU
side, who was also vying for the WAC
regular season title.
After her goal, White is now tied
with Moravec as the team’s goal
scoring leader, and head coach
Julie Woodward was very pleased
with how her team could produce
such a good performance against
a good side.
“I’m really proud and happy for the
team,” Woodward said. “We expected
UtahValley to come out tough because
they’re a great team that keeps getting
better every year. Our team kept
fighting. Julia Moravec has been so
solid and consistent for us all year and
I thought Karli White had a special
game for us. I love the resiliency ofmy
team and how incredibly hard they
work.”
Utah Valley recorded seven shots
to Seattle U’s five, showcasing the
defensive effort that Woodward’s
side had to complete in order to get
the result. In goal Brianna Smallidge
worked as they scored a total of 27
runs on 37 hits in their five World
Series games.
On top of that they were aggressive
on the basepaths, putting their
runners in better positions to score.
This was summed up in the bottom
of the ninth when first baseman Eric
Hosmer scored the tying run on a
routine grounder to the shortstop.
He could have been thrown out at
home, but instead Hosmer charged
home with a chance to be a hero and
came out on top. At just 26 years old,
Hosmer already has the most RBIs
in the postseason by a Royals player
with 29, passingRoyals legend George
Brett this postseason.
While the Royals came into the
series as the favorite looking to make
up for last years crushing finish,
the Mets were the team that wasn’t
supposed to be there. Anchored
by a young starting rotation that
featured two rookies, a second year
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Jennifer Plummer (9) makes a run with the hall.
finished with five saves, including the
Wolverine’s best chance in the match
in the 88th minute. Breanna McCarter
found space and was able to fire a shot
on target, but Smallidge was equal to
it.
Seattle U finishes WAC regular
season play undefeated after posting
eight victories and two draws, and
now has kept 12 shutouts all year.
The Redhawks have won the past
and a third year player, they flew
through the first two rounds of the
playoffs. Knocking off the big money
Los Angeles Dodgers and the power
hitting Chicago Cubs, and backed bya
historic home run streak fromrelative
unknown Daniel Murphy, New York
looked ready to bring a trophy back
to the Big Apple. Unfortunately, the
experience seemed to favor the Royals
as the Mets couldn’t keep runs off the
board and committed crucial errors
when the game was on the line.
Kansas City fans have been waiting
for this since 1985. It has been a
long time coming and a loyal fan
base finally has a chance to celebrate.
Eventually it will be time for this team
to look to next season. For now, they
are World Series champions.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
two WAC tournaments, and will
hope to do the same as they travel
to Bakersfield, California to face the
winner of New Mexico State and Cal
State Bakersfield on Nov. 6, at 7 p.m.
PT. Streaming for the match can be
found on the WAC digital network.
Chaucermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSION: MARTINA SAMADAN
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
Senior sports and exercise science
major Martina Samadan came to Seattle
University after spending her freshman
year at VirginiaCommonwealthUniversity.
Following the coaching staff from VCU,
Samadan wanted to use the opportunity
of transferring to get a better education
and continue her volleyball career and has
been loving her time here.
“It’sbeen great,people arenice, professors
are understanding of being an athlete and
especially when every other week we miss
two or three classes a week, people are
always willing to help,” Samadan Said.
Samadan’s senior year has been an
exciting one. She has been awarded her
third WAC Player ofthe Week Awardsince
September. She attributes her success to
her hard work.
“Hard work pays off and it motivates
me to continue pushing myself,”
Samadan said.
Adapting to school in the U.S. came with
many challenges and Samadan explained
CROSS COUNTRY FINISH THIRD, HEAD TO NCAA WEST REGIONALS
MEN’S 8K
Nathan McLaughlin 24:52.76 (10th overall)
2nd Team ALL-WAC
GusArrogo 25:16.62 (17th overall)
Tyler Flannery 25:19.42 (19th overall)
WOMEN’S 5K
Olivia Stein 18:23.25 (6th overall)
1stTeam ALL-WAC
Elena Smith 18:24.31 (8th overall)
2nd Team ALL-WAC
Lila Rice 18:37.50 (12th overall)
2nd Team ALL-WAC
that taking classes in a different language
was the most difficult part.
“When I first came here my english was
not nearly as good as it is now,” Samandan
said. Although it was difficult to adjust,
Samadan said that learning from her
mistakes was pivotal to her success in
both school and volleyball. “I was afraid of
making mistakes, and at some point you
have to start making mistakes in order to
get better.”
When she isn’t practicing for her next
game Martina enjoys watching Netflix,
especially horror movies.
Samadan said her love of the game is
whatkeeps her on the court.
“I don’t see myself doing anything else,”
Samadan said.
Upon graduation Samadan hopes to
become a volleyball coach and continue
her passion.
“The love of the sport that I have is
greater than anything else that I have
experienced in my life, so I keep doing it.”
Jarrod may be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
After a hard fought day, both the Seattle Uni-
versity men’s and women’s cross country teams
finished in third place in the Western Athletic
Conference Championships.
Redshirt junior Nathan McLaughlin finished
first among his teammates, finishing the 8k run
with a time of24:52.76, good for 10th overall in
a field featuring 53 total runners.
McLaughlin earned second team WAC honors
with his time.
Teammates Gus Arroyo and Tyler Flannery
were the next two Redhawks to cross the finish
line with times of 25:16.62 and 25:19.42, good
for 17th and 19th place finishes, respectively.
“The guys ran strong and there’s no doubt in
my mind each of them gave all they had today,”
Head coach Trisha Steidl said. “I’m proud ofthe
effort I saw out on the course today, and we will
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build upon this for the Regional meet.”
On the women’s side, freshman Olivia Stein
was the first Redhawk across the line. Stein
finished the 5k with a time of 18:24.31, good
for sixth overall and earning her first team
WAC conference honors.
“Olivia ran a smart, strong race,” Steidl
said. “She has improved with every race this
season. It’s been fun to see her progression
and watch her confidence build along with it.”
Elena Smith (eighth) and Lila Rice (12th)
both finished in the top 15, with times of
18:24.3land 18:37.50, respectively.
The team will now head to the NCAA West
Regionals on Nov. 13 at Jefferson Park Golf
Course here in Seattle. The top seven runners
from each team will compete in the regional
competition.





First stop on any tour guide’s list is Pike Place Market, a location that cannot
be missed on any in-depth and personal tour of the Emerald City. The smell of
fish in the air, fresh slices offoodbeing passed around and the hand made crafts,
are unmistakable.
Pikes is a perfect entry into Seattle culture, but one ofthe best-hidden gems in
the market is the disgustingly famous Gum Wall; an alley way that isn’t marked
by signs and is mainly found by accidentally stumbling on to it. The infamous
Gum Wall has been accumulating its stickiness over the past 20 years, but on
Nov. 10, those 20 years of market history will be washed away in hope of restoring
the Market’s character—which iscounterintuitive when the wall is part of Pike’s
Place Market unique and special charm.
There are over a million pieces of gum on that wall left by touristsand locals:
artists have used their gum to make works of art, names and cities have been
pasted down, someone has even used the wall for a marriage proposal. Washing
away the wall will wash away all of these memories—memories that are special
to people and that make us smile when we see them. Yes, at first glance the alley
way is disgustingand many people are hesitant to touch it but even though it is
being cleared off it doesn’t mean it can’t come back. So in a few weeks run down
to the market and stick a few pieces of gum to the wall. The old wall will forever
be loved and missed, but that doesn’t mean we can’t make new one that’s just as
awesome.
-Nicole Schlaeppi, Photo Editor
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SHOULD FOOTBALL BE A BIG HIT?
In the moments before halftime during Sunday’s Seahawks-Cowboys game,
Seattle wide receiver Ricardo Lockette was involved in a massive collision during
a Seattle punt that rendered him unconscious and immobile on the field for
several minutes.
I remember watching the game and checking my Twitter feed while Lockett
was tended to by the Seahawks’ medical staff. I read a tweet that said something
along the lines of, “What happens when we see someone die on the field on
national television?” That question stuck with me and while sitting on my couch
athome, watchingLockette being carted off the field, I had to wonder about the
future of a sport as violent as football.
Sure, the hitLockette sustained at the hands (or rather shoulders) ofJeffHeath
was high. To borrow the language of Seattle head coach Pete Carroll, the hit was
“out of the strike zone” (not between the shoulders andknees). Still, football is an
intrinsically violent sport and, short of massive rule changes, more occurrences
like the one in Dallas last Sunday are bound to happen.
This reality should make football fans uncomfortable. Sure, freak accidents
happen and even in low contact sports like basketball players suffer grizzly injuries,
but the differencebetween those injuries and the ones sufferedby football players
is in the frequency and intensity of the injuries. Football players are lucky to
walk away from a career not marred by injury and this realization has led some
professional players to retire (see the 49ers offseason).
As the years roll on, football players and fans will have to come to terms with
the fact that the sport they love is predicated on violence and we must question
whether an obsession with such a sport is healthy, for the sake of all involved.
-Will McQuilkin, A&E Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, Christopher Salsbury, A.J. Schofield, Jason Bono, Jenna
Ramsey, Will McQuilkin, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Coco Decker. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the
authors and not necessarily those of"She Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the
views ofSeattle University.
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QIhave a friend who is REALLY bad at communicating* things. She will host dinnerparties at her apartment and
when people show up she expects them to either pay or
have brought things without telling them or telling them afew hours
before the partystarts. And ifpeople don’tpay/bring things she gets
really mad. I always ask her and try to communicate but she never
responds. What else can I do? Ifeel like I have triedeverything.
A Dang,
miscommunication for sure. It sounds like she
• was raised with specific principles about these types of
• events, and she is throwing them with high expectations.
Not that it’s absurd to think that people might offer to contribute,
but you need to be able to handle it if they don’t. It is polite to bring
a bottle of wine, which is customary, and of course it’s thoughtful
to ask if there’s anything you can bring, but if she doesn’t respond
then there’s not really a way to know. This is weird. You could ask
her in person or text her ahead of time and maybe suggest some
things you could bring. In the future, bring a couple bucks to the
party just in case? But personally, I’d feel really weird asking my
friends for money for making them food. If you know the style
of meal, you could bring a salad, dessert or a side that would go
well, which is more customary than bringing money. You could
ask her privately which she prefers. Getting mad is her bad though,
given the poor communication. Maybe she can try advertising
her events as potlucks.
* My boyfriend doesn’t like a lot ofmakeup??
MjL • Then I recommend he try a light BB cream









Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
I have somefriends who are really selfish. I put a lot into
K B • the friendship andfeel thatI get nothing. For example, they
• missed my birthday brunch, it was at 11:30, because they
wanted to sleep in later. Should Ijust stop being friends with them?
Should I talk to them about how Ifeel?
A
Ugh, this is the worst! I’m a big advocate for keeping people in
• your life who have a positive role and distancing yourself from
0 people who only stress you out more. In fact, I think it’s a good
thing to keep in mind later in your twenties, and college is a good
place to figure out the types of folks you’ll want to keep around. I can’t help
but make some assumptions from this: maybe they’re big partiers and maybe
you don’t vibe with them as much as you once did? Regardless, I think that
it would be a good idea to talk with them and ifit doesn’t get better, then it’s
time to distance. I would recommend talking one-on-one, with the person in
the groupyou’re closest with first, to see how it goes. I think that missing a
birthday is a big deal, and it’s especially abummer ifyou know that you would
be there to attend theirs (and 11:30 isplenty late). In the duration that you’re
having the conversations with them, given that you do, I would hang out with
otherpeople in the meantime. Even if they do make a genuine effort, I think
you’ll feel better if you get established with a group that you vibe well with.
Good luck!
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.












See. the next big win
Meet new friends FRI NOV 13
Obtain photo evidence to prove to yoot parents you
are getting the ’ quintessential college experience' TICKETS FREE AT THE CAC
SU ID can also be used at the door
T J j ® rr *- Sources say that at least one in anumber of





Great excuse to get off campus
IDE CREAM AND CAKE'
to 7144 f
Receive important info, prizes and
get the Uber and LIFT free promo
codes.
, j!









Ride an SU bus from
the Rhein House, go
UBER or organize a
carpool and park at




The women’s team will






Check out the live DJ.
Meet friends, meet
alumni and jam out to
the Redline! All this at




The men will go for a
second straight post-
season run and are








a chance to win a free
trip to the WAC
Tournament in Vegas!
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